Availability Report (AVAIL) Remarks. Enter required remarks for each section listed below. More than one section of remarks could apply, depending on a member’s status. Include point of contact information (e.g., phone number, email, etc.). Do not provide any medical information (e.g., ICD codes/diagnosis, limitations, etc.). Do not provide any negative natured information (e.g., legal details, substandard personal details, etc.)

(1) Disqualifications (not otherwise defined). Becomes available for transfer due to no longer being eligible to remain onboard current command. DA and DZ AVAIL:
Not for those placed in a TLD-LIMDU or PEB status via medical board processing or pregnancy status & ready for YH or DP AVAIL submission at time of disqualification. Not for submarine/nuclear qualified personnel.

- Reference substantiating document(s) (e.g. email, message, etc.).

(2) Forced or lateral conversion and member requires reassignment.
- DB and DC AVAIL: Not for submarine/nuclear qualified personnel.

- Provide date of approval.
- Reference substantiating document(s) (e.g. email, message, etc.).
- Approved course/training path, if any and school seat bookings (CLCVN: date) as applicable.

(3) Command status change (e.g., shore deactivation, sea decommissioning, homeport change, etc.) and member requires reassignment. Designated personnel at Navy Personnel Command (NAVPERSCOM) use these. - DD, DE, DF, and DH AVAIL:

Reference substantiating document(s) (e.g. email, message, etc.).
- Approved course/training path, if any and school seat bookings (CLCVN: date) as applicable.

(4) Submarines/nuclear qualified personnel that require BUPERS orders in appropriate ACC at assigned Navy Submarine Support Command (NSSC) or Commander Submarine Squadron (COMSUBRON) as applicable, for further evaluation and/or disqualification (DQ) processing. - DG AVAIL:
Not for those placed in a TLD-LIMDU or PEB status via medical board processing or pregnancy status & ready for YH or DP AVAIL submission at time of disqualification.

Request BUPERS Orders to: (indicate appropriate UIC) in ACC 320. Enter effective date if not the same as AVAIL date.
Member marries another service member while both are assigned to the same operation/non-shore command. Also for those assigned to same shore/non-operational command; sharing same reporting senior that does not concur with both members being assigned under same. – DM AVAIL:
Submit an AVAIL on each member.

- Date of marriage if different from AVAIL date.
- Rate and name of spouse.
- Command’s request for which spouse to be reassigned.

Submarine or nuclear duty evaluation and/or disqualification (DQ) processing completed. – DN AVAIL:

- Provide approved status from completed disqualification process, in keeping with privacy rules to include any approved conversion, if applicable.
- Date all processing completed and approved for reassignment.
- Reference substantiating document(s) (e.g. email, message, etc.).
- Approved course/training path, if any and school seat bookings (CLCVN: date) as applicable

Pregnancy. – DP AVAIL:

- 20th week of pregnancy and estimated delivery date.
- Location of house hold goods (HHG).
- Nearest location of dependents, active duty spouse, nearest family support, as applicable and as requested by member.
- Member (is/is not) TDY to another command while awaiting BUPERS orders, if so, TDY command (UIC XXXXX). TDY command; (does/does not) desire to keep member for applicable assignment.
- If in receipt of BUPERS orders provide: Currently in receipt of BUPERS Orders to: ________________ type of duty code: ____
- Indicate whether member has a vehicle and a driver’s license to determine member’s ability to drive to and from home, place of duty, and the MTF.
- Any other pertinent information (not medical/not negative in nature) related to AVAIL status of member not already provided which would be helpful in determining placement of member.

Recruiter or Recruit Division Commander disqualification. – DR AVAIL:

- Reference substantiating document(s) (e.g. email, message, etc.).

Becomes designated into a rating (e.g., SN to PSSN) or is a selectee for advancement into a rating (e.g, PS3) that is not available onboard. – DS AVAIL:

- Reference substantiating document(s) (e.g. email, message, etc.).
- Approved course/training path, if any and school seat bookings (CLCVN: date) as applicable
(10) Non-rated/undesignated member. Normal rollers approved to attend training (e.g., special operations training, submarine/nuclear training, class “A” school etc.). Designated personnel at Navy Personnel Command (NAVPERSCOM) enter these. – DU, DV, and DW AVAIL:

Reference substantiating document(s) (e.g. email, message, etc.).
- Approved course/training path, if any and school seat bookings (CLCVN: date) as applicable

(11) Disqualified from Expeditionary Readiness, Overseas Contingency Operations Support Assignment (OSA) and or Individual Augmented.
- DX AVAIL: (This AVAIL class is not currently being used)

- Reference substantiating document(s) (e.g. email, message, etc.).

(12) Termination of pregnancy tour requirement and medically cleared.
- DY AVAIL:

- Medically cleared.

(13) NAVET/OSVET other. – F AVAIL

Reference substantiating document(s) (e.g., email, message enlistment contract, etc.).
- Approved course/training path, if any and school seat bookings (CLCVN: date) as applicable

(14) Release from Humanitarian Reassignment. – HA and HD AVAIL:

- Reference substantiating document(s) (e.g. email, message, etc.).

(15) Graduation from course of instruction. – J, K, and L AVAILS:

- Name of course of instruction to include virtual training pipeline (VTP) name, if applicable.
- Date of graduation if different from AVAIL date.
- If setback/rolled into a later class and ORDMOD required enter: setback and provide date of setback
- When setback enter next course/training path, if any and school seat bookings (CLCVN: date) as applicable

(16) Non-graduate/dropped from course of instruction/training path.
- N AVAILS:

- Course/training path member became non-graduate/dropped from.
- Next approved course/training path, if any and school seat bookings (CLCVN: date) as applicable.
## AVAILABILITY REPORT – REMARKS

- Date member was dropped/became non-graduate if not the same as AVAIL date.

17) **Former officer/officer candidate. – O AVAILS:**

- Reference substantiating document(s) (.e.g. email, message, etc.).

18) **Recruit training graduates. – R AVAILS:**

- Duty preferences – TYPE: LOC: OVS:

19) **Disciplinary releases. – X AVAILS:**

Reference substantiating document(s) (.e.g. email, message, etc.).

20) **Medical release – Other – that did not require a medical board or reassignment for pregnancy. – YA and YD AVAIL:**

- Medically cleared.

21) **TLD-LIMDU and PEB. – YH AVAIL:**

- Location of HHG and dependents location.
- Nearest location of dependents, active duty spouse, nearest family support, as applicable and as requested by member.
- Member (is/is not) TDY to another command while awaiting BUPERS orders, if so, TDY command (UIC XXXXX). TDY command; (does/does not) desire to keep member for applicable assignment.
- If in receipt of BUPERS orders provide: Currently in receipt of BUPERS Orders to: ______________ type of duty code: ______
- Indicate whether member has a vehicle and a driver’s license to determine member’s ability to drive to and from home, place of duty, and the MTF.
- Any other pertinent information (not medical/not negative in nature) related to AVAIL status of member not already provided which would be helpful in determining placement of member.
(22) **Returned from LIMDU (RTD) or fit for duty (FFD) by a PEB.** - YJ, YI, YN, YR, and YS AVAIL as applicable:

- Member’s intentions (e.g., separate, continue on active duty, obligate service (OBLISERV) for orders, etc.).
- For Class YR and YS AVAILS - Date reclassification completed and determined disposition for applicable former accessions who have never been assigned to a permanent duty station in account category code (ACC 100) (except ACC 105) are RTD or FFD after being dropped from “A” school training path, when placed on LIMDU and or PEB status.
- For class YN AVAILS - "Member has been found “fit for duty” in submarines by Dr.__________, (Title)."
- For YJ and YI, and YN AVAILS - If assignment screening was required, enter results. If world-wide assignable enter: WWA. If assignment limited enter: ASLIM. Assignment screening should have found a member world-wide assignable if found fit for submarines/nuclear duty.

(23) **Only used by NAVPERSCOM (PERS-454) - YO AVAIL:**

Remarks, if any, are entered by NAVPERSCOM (PERS-454).

(24) **Pending Career Way points (C-Way) approval - Any AVAIL:**

- Indicate C-Way pending.
- Date C-Way process started (if known at time of AVAIL submission).

(25) **Recommended for special programs - Any AVAIL:**

- Indicate the program for which member is being recommended.
- Reference substantiating document(s) (e.g. email, message, etc.).

Other remarks not already provided in this article should be provided to aid in determining the placement of member. If unsure of information to be included in the remarks section, contact Navy Personnel Command (NAVPERSCOM), AVAILS Program Manager (PERS-40GG).